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Abstract

We report new large-scale two-dimensional MHD simulations regarding the random onset and interactions of localized
coherent structures as well as the long-range behavior of such stochastic systems. With a magnetic shear, multiple coherent
structures are formed and aligned with the imposed current sheet due to 3uctuation-induced, nonlinear instabilities. These results
exhibit certain aspects of the intermittent turbulence model of sporadic localized reconnections for the Earth’s magnetotail
recently suggested by Chang. c© 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recently, Chang (1998a,b, 1999) proposed a dynamical
model involving the generation, dispersing, and merging of
multiscale coherent plasma structures to address the inter-
mittent turbulent behavior of the Earth’s magnetotail re-
vealed by satellite observations (Angelopoulos et al., 1996,
1999; Lui, 1998). In this model, the dynamics of the mag-
netotail is related to the stochastic behavior of a nonlinear
dynamical system near forced and=or self-organized criti-
cality (FSOC) and the onset of substorm to an associated
global 3uctuation-generated, nonlinear instability due to the
presence of pre-existing >nite 3uctuations. Accordingly, the
3uctuation spectra are expected to exhibit multi-fractal be-
havior and the dynamics of the magnetotail behaves essen-
tially as a low-dimensional system. This conclusion seems
to agree with the results of some of the recent nonlinear dy-
namics calculations (Baker et al., 1990; Vassiliadis et al.,
1990; Klimas et al., 1992; Sharma et al., 1993) and obser-
vations (Hoshino et al., 1994; Milovanov et al., 1996; Lui,
1998).
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We report here further results from large-scale MHD
simulations that con>rm our previously reported prelimi-
nary >ndings (Wu and Chang, 2000). MHD turbulence has
been studied extensively, mostly through large-scale 2D and
3D computations; some of the references are Biskamp and
Welter (1989), Craddock et al. (1991), Galtier et al. (1999),
and Wu and Chang (2000). Current sheet formation has
been observed for low mode number initial conditions. On
the other hand, long-lived isolated current >laments are
found to evolve from an initially random current distribution
(Craddock et al., 1991). For suGciently high Reynolds
numbers, genuine small-scale turbulence can occur in 2D
(Biskamp and Welter, 1989). Our emphasis here is on
the interaction of the coherent structures, the resulting
localized reconnection processes, and the long-range be-
havior of the system. It will not be the purpose of this
paper to demonstrate the critical nature of the dynamic
behavior. We also consider the eHects of sheared mag-
netic >eld; thus, the calculations are more relevant to
the dynamics of the magnetotail in the neutral sheet re-
gion. With a magnetic shear, the coherent structures are
found to align with the background current sheet and a
3uctuation-induced, nonlinear instability is observed. These
features are consistent with the expectation of Chang’s
model.
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2. Outline of the simulation

In our simulations, we solved compressible MHD equa-
tions on a computer as an initial and boundary value prob-
lem. The ideal compressible MHD equations are
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Here, the mass density, the pressure, the velocity, and the
magnetic >eld are denoted by �; p; v, and B, respectively;

 is the ratio of speci>c heats. The magnetic >eld satis>es
the divergence-free condition and the energy density (�) is
given by �=�v2=2+B2=2+p=(
−1). Plasmas are assumed
to obey perfect gas law with 
= 2.
We used a second-order accurate code (Tadmor and

Wu, in preparation), which applied the central scheme de-
veloped by Nessyahu and Tadmor (1990) and Kurganov
and Tadmor (1999). The code is constructed in conser-
vative form so that the total mass, total energy, total
magnetic 3uxes and total momenta are conserved. Also,
in order to reach the small-diHusion limit we do not in-
clude explicit diHusion terms in Eqs. (1)–(4). However,
in the numerical scheme there is numerical diHusion,
which concentrates at places where the gradient is high;
it allows, for example, magnetic >eld reconnection to
proceed.

The three calculations reported here were carried out with
512 × 512 grid points in a doubly periodic (x; z) domain
of length 2� in both directions. This extends our previously
reported calculations to larger system dimensions. The ini-
tial condition consists of random magnetic >eld, which is
speci>ed by a 3ux function, and velocity. The 3ux func-
tion and the two components of velocity are proportional to
k2 exp(−�k2) in the Fourier space, with � being a constant.
For runs 1 and 2, � = 0:01 and the initial kinetic energy is
peaked at k = 10; for run 3, � = 0:0025 and the kinetic en-
ergy is peaked at k = 20. The initial 3uctuation levels are
set so that for all three cases the maximum amplitude of the
magnetic >eld is 0.3 and the maximum value of the veloc-
ity is 0.2. For cases 2 and 3, in addition to the 3uctuations a
sheared magnetic >eld Bx =0:1 cos z is imposed. These val-
ues should be compared with the initial values of pressure
and density, which are given by the pressure balance equa-
tion p + B2=2 = 0:8 and by the uniform temperature of 1,
i.e., �= p. The plasma � is high for the runs.

3. Simulation results — no background magnetic �eld

We consider >rst the dynamics of 2D MHD coherent
structures for a simulated homogeneous turbulent plasma
without the in3uence of an average background magnetic
>eld. Initially, the con>guration consists of randomly dis-
tributed current >laments. We observe that >laments of the
same polarity, i.e., currents 3owing in the same direction,
tend to attract and coalesce; and after the merging, a larger
island is formed. On the other hand, current >laments of op-
posite polarity tend to repel each other. Our results show that
the system evolves to a set of magnetic coherent structures,
as shown in Fig. 1 for the results at t = 300 and 600. For
reference, the sound wave and AlfvMen wave traveling times
through a distance of 2� are about 4.4 and 60, respectively.
The left-hand side column of Fig. 1 shows the magnetic >eld
lines, which are the level curves of the magnetic 3ux. Since
the diHerence between adjacent levels is set by same amount
of 3ux, the relative magnitude of the magnetic >eld can be
inferred from these contours. A region with large changes
in the 3ux, showing with more contour curves, indicates
stronger magnetic >eld and a region with small changes in
the 3ux, thus with fewer contours, means weaker magnetic
>eld. The directions of the magnetic >elds can easily be in-
duced from the plots of the corresponding currents in the
right-hand side column of Fig. 1. The >eld lines point in the
clockwise (counter-clockwise) direction if the current den-
sity is positive (negative) in the y direction. Fig. 1 shows
magnetic islands of various sizes formed. At the center of
each island is an isolated current >lament. The structures are
very persistent and one may be tempted to associate them
with observed thin current sheet in the magnetotail (Sergeev
et al., 1993). They are circularly symmetric and thus natu-
rally satisfy the force-free condition of (B ·∇ )J = 0. This
is clearly demonstrated for larger and isolated islands.

A standard technique to gauge the behavior of intermittent
turbulence is through the spectra of turbulent 3uctuations.
Chang has suggested that near SOC, the correlations among
the 3uctuations of the random dynamic >elds are extremely
long-range and the 3uctuation spectra have a power-law
behavior. Fig. 2 is a plot of the self-correlation of (�Bx)2, i.e.,
the ensemble average 〈(�Bx)2(�Bx)2〉, with respect to the
separation in x; �x, for the results at t=600; �Bx=Bx− NBx
with NBx denoting the local average of Bx over nine cells. It
suggests power-law behavior up to �x∼ 0:8.
Fig. 3 shows an example of the magnetic merging pro-

cess. The two islands near (x; z) = (4:2; 0:7) at t = 300 are
shown to merge into one at t around 420. It is similar to
the merging process caused by the coalescence instability
of magnetic islands (Pritchett and Wu, 1979). The rather
smooth merging process as depicted in Fig. 3 indicates that
the magnetic Reynolds number from the code is small with
respect to the local reconnection region. If we were to have
more resolution and thus larger Reynolds number, a chain of
magnetic islands of smaller sizes may form at the interface
of the merging two islands.
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Fig. 1. Results of Case 1 at t = 300 and 600. The magnetic >eld lines (contours of the magnetic 3ux) are shown in the left-hand side
column; the corresponding current distributions Jy are shown in the right-hand side column.

Fig. 2. Results of Case 1 at t=600. The self-correlation of (�Bx)2,
indicating a power-law behavior.

We ended the simulation at t=600. We expect the merg-
ing of coherent structures to continue after t=600, but with a
slower rate. While the calculations show the evolution of co-
herent structures emerging from random 3uctuations, it does
not exhibit the true essence of MHD turbulence. The reason
is perhaps that the numerical Reynolds numbers in the calcu-
lation are not high enough so that the generation mechanism
of small scale turbulence through stretching, folding, and=or
tearing instability of the current sheets does not set in.

4. Simulation results — with a background sheared
magnetic �eld

We now consider the in3uence of an average background
sheared magnetic >eld on the dynamics of the coherent
structures. The motivation here is to mimic the eHect of the
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Fig. 3. Results of Case 1: merging of two magnetic islands.

magnetic >eld con>guration on the turbulent dynamics near
the magnetotail neutral sheet. In runs 2 and 3, we include
a shear magnetic >eld to mimic the region near the mag-
netotail neutral sheet. The shear magnetic >eld is given by
Bx = 0:1 cos z. Fig. 4 shows the results at t = 70; 300 and
600 of run 2. The in3uence of the sheared magnetic >eld
is obvious. The coherent structures are now centered along
the neutral sheets at z∼ �=2 and 3�=2 with the current >la-
ments orienting in the background current directions, which
are in the −y direction at z∼ �=2 and in the +y direction
at z∼ 3�=2. This is consistent with that proposal by Chang.
Away from the neutral sheets, the 3uctuating magnetic >elds
produce 3uctuating current sheets.

The development of the coherent structure with a back-
ground shear magnetic >eld strongly depends on the strength
of the shear >eld and the level of the 3uctuation. The small
number of magnetic islands shown in the >gure indicates
that the strength of the shear is strong in relation to the 3uc-

tuation. A weak shear >eld will evolve the same way as
in the >rst example, where no shear is imposed, involving
many coherent structures. As the strength of the shear (the
intensity of background current sheet) is increased, the cur-
rent sheet tends to attract the 3uctuating current >laments
of the same polarity to the neutral sheet, giving the results
in Fig. 4. On the other hand, if there were no 3uctuations or
3uctuations with very small amplitudes, the sheared mag-
netic >eld con>guration can at most be subject to the tear-
ing instability. The tearing instability is rather unimportant
in this case because of very small numerical diHusion terms
(with respect to the scale length of the magnetic shear) in the
code; no noticeable distortion of the >eld should be present
at the time shown in Fig. 4. The shear-induced instability
in the presence of existing 3uctuations, as is shown in this
run, is certainly a 3uctuation-induced, nonlinear instability.
Fig. 5 shows the eHects of the initial spectra. It gives the
results of run 3 at t=300 and 600. The initial conditions of
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Fig. 4. Results of Case 2 at t = 70, 300 and 600. The magnetic >eld lines (contours of the magnetic 3ux) are shown in the left-hand side
column; the corresponding current distributions Jy are shown in the right-hand side column. They show the eHects of magnetic shear and
the resulting 3uctuation-induced, nonlinear instability.
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Fig. 5. Results of Case 3 at t=300 and 600. The magnetic >eld lines (contours of the magnetic 3ux) are shown in the left-hand side column;
the corresponding current distributions Jy are shown in the right-hand side column. Case 3 has a higher initial mode number than case 2 has.

runs 2 and 3 are similar, except that the initial 3uctuation is
peaked at the Fourier mode k ∼ 20 for run 3 and k ∼ 10 for
run 2. More magnetic islands are formed near the neutral
sheets in run 3 than in run 2.

5. Conclusion

Results from new large-scale MHD simulations recon-
>rm our earlier preliminary calculations (Wu and Chang,
2000). The coherent structures that emerge from the simu-
lations are force-free and circularly symmetric. The struc-
tures can merge locally and sporadically; a process that may
sometimes be related to the observations of bursty bulk
3ows in the Earth’s magnetotail when wave–particle inter-
actions are properly considered (Angelopoulos et al., 1996,
1999). The 3uctuation spectra show the long-range behav-
ior of the stochastic system. With a sheared magnetic >eld

to model the magnetotail neutral sheet, the coherent struc-
tures tend to align with the background current sheet and a
3uctuation-induced, nonlinear instability is observed. These
features are consistent with Chang’s intermittent turbulence
model for the magnetotail. The results also indicate that the
evolution of the system can be strongly in3uenced by the
magnetic shear and the level of 3uctuation. Higher shear
and larger 3uctuation result in a more active system. For
the magnetotail, this suggests that the system is more active
under the condition of southward interplanetary magnetic
>eld, which produces larger magnetic shear and more 3uc-
tuation in the magnetotail. This conclusion seems to agree
with observations.

Our calculations are only a beginning. Future study will
extend the computation from 2D to 3D so that multiple
AlfvMen resonances can easily be simulated. We shall also
increase the numerical resolution such that small-scale tur-
bulence through stretching, folding and tearing instability of
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the current sheets may occur. Ultimately, we shall carry out
calculations with more realistic magnetotail con>gurations.
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